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   ULTRA HIGH PRESSURE EFFECT OF EGG ALBUMIN. 

                  Iiy Ryo IiII'AJIA and '1'a1:AO Y.a\9GINOTO. 

    For the purpose of the obse:vntion of the behaviour of organic substances 

under high pressure, the authors carried oat experiments on the coaguh+tion of 

the nahual egg-alb:nnin by pressure P. ~V. Bridgman'1 relwrted in 191$ th:+t the 
white of egg, when it was subjected to hydrostatic presure transmitted by mer-

cury at room temperature, was completely coagulated (or 30 min. under 7,000 
kg/cm=. On the other hand, L. A. Grant"1, R. B. Doa• and W. R. Funks used 

as the sample the 6Icrk impalpable powder egg-abumin dissolved in water, and 

it was s+.bmcrged in sterile mineral oil in the pressure chamber to be separated 
from tl+c prcssurc trnnswitting fluid. In consequence, the sample was coagulated 

under the pressure r;mging from 1,000 to 7,u0U kg/cm', the higher the pressure 

the more copious the amount of coagulation becomes. . 
    The authors used, as the cvnple, the white of egg, which was placed in the 

presure chamber and compressed directly with piston or by air. The high pres-
sure apparatus used for the present experiments has been already reported'+. 

prcssurc was applied or released so slowly that the rise or fall of temperature 

could be neglected. 

    ligg-albumin is po::red into the Mass-case (3 cc) in the pressure chamber 

(Fig. 1), and compressed by air. This experi-
mental results are as follows: 
In the pressure range, 1,530-2,630 kg/an" 

(room temp. 14'C) :+pplied for I-~2 hours the ~                                                                                   vev B 
coagulation could not be observed : under .~ S 

:3,530 kg/cm~ (loom temp. 1°°C) (or ° hours, a 

trace of coagulatiol observed: under 4,950 P 

kg/an= (room temp. 13.7 C) for 2 hairs 
complete coagulation produced, and the sanl-                                                              f'i

g. I C: Prrssurc chm+dwr. 
ple thus treated had n resemblance to a white P: ris+a~. 
half-boiled egg and separated some rvateq, 11e t3rass easy.                                                                 G: case vessel. 
Iluid. In three clays in the air, it was dried s: Sangdc. 

     1) 1'. W. 1triJgm;m, /. wol. Clnn+., 19, ill (1914) 
     3) 1?. A. Granl, It. 13, Lb.v and W. R. Prank, Scirun, 94, li1G (1941) 

     ."•) R. 6iyama, %'/~i.~ /onnral, 19, 1 (194:1)
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up and solidified. As for the time effect, a pressure of 4,'.130 kg/cm"- (room temp. 
]4°C) applied (or LS hours produced a coagulation, whose quantity is less than 

that of the former. 

   Secondly, the sample u( 30ce egg-u'lute is poured into the C (Fig. I) and 

compressed directly with a piston by a handlebar. "Phe experimental results 
obtitined are as follows 

A pressure of °;1G0 kg/cm= (room temp. 10.::">'C) applied for 2 hours produced a 

barely perceptible thickening of semitnnsltarcnce (Pig. ?, A): 4,060 kg/cm' 

(room temp. 10.:i C) (or ? ho:us prucluced a small amount of perceptible stiffened 
white : while 5,000 kg/cnr' (room temp. I3Si C) (or ?hours prcxluced a coagulation 

distinctly (Fig. 3, C), and itt a shwt time it scpa:ated the water.
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   Fur the comparison of the coagulated esanrples Fig. 2, 

of Apressure not appliedis shown in 1'ig. 3, A. 

    At room temperature each sample was dried up reith dr 

in ;;amc desiccator. This re-

salts shown in Fig. 3. ~: 90 
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standpoint of drying-up prxess that water is distinctly separated. 

   The authors express hearty thanks to the Itiiinistry of A:ducatinn for the Scien-

tific Research Grant. 
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